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My project is a headlight wiper. It runs off the cars battery so it is very
efficient. There is a button in the car and for every one time you press it the
headlight swipes one time. It would be a very unique invention to have on
your car. It is affordable and adaptable to the everyday vehicle consumer.

Awards Value
The University of Western Ontario Scholarship
Bronze Medallist - $1000 Entrance Scholarship
Sponsor: University of Western Ontario

$1 000

Bronze Medal - Automotive - Junior
Sponsor: AUTO21

$300

Total $1 300
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Biography
Hi, My name is Shane Stevenson. I am
fourteen years old and my favorite thing to do
is play hockey. I play Bantam Hockey and the
team I support is the Calgary Flames. I also
like to play video games, read books, and
hang out with my friends. My favorite books
are the Harry Potter series by J.K. Rowling.
When I graduate I hope to get into the
University of Calgary and study to become a
Chiropractor. After that I hope to attend the
Chiropractic College in Vancouver. To do this
I will need good marks and be an honour
student I am a very competative person and
will always take the most extreme choice,
unless it is completely and utterly dangerous.
My favorite subjects in school are Social,
Science, and Computers. If I cannot be a
chiropractor I hope to become a High School
and/or Junior High Teacher or a Video Game
Developer. In school I play Badminton and
Volleyball. I have many hockey and honour
role awards and I collect hockey pucks
(especially Calgary Flames ones).


